
Our Vote-Our Weapon: 

 

      The Election for 16
th
 Lokshaba was already notified and will be completed in 

the month of May-2014. The UPA Govt is hard pressed after its ten long year 

tenure at the centre to retain the power for further five years. Today the Congress 

party is the most unpopular political party as even its former and present allies 

refused to have alliance with it. Dr.Manmohan Singh perused wrong Economic 

policies which were Pro-Corporate and Pro-rich people. The poor and the working 

people were the worst sufferers due to the wrong economic policies. Hence the 

Congress must go and sit in the opposition for the next five years. 

 

      However the so called alternative to the Congress is also as bad as the 

Congress. Mr. Narendra Modi who is being projected as the Prime Minister 

candidate by Hindutva forces has a very bad record as  Chief Minister of Gujarat. 

In 2002 during the communal riots in the aftermath of train burning at Ghodhra  

railway station in Gujarat he has failed to protect his own citizens just because they 

are Muslims and minorities. Our Country was isolated and humiliated before the 

International community for this barbaric act in which thousands of Muslims have 

died and lakhs of them became slaves in their own Country and living till this day 

with fear and apprehensions about the impending attack on them by Hindu 

communal elements. A man who has not risen above the narrow considerations of 

caste or Religion is totally a misfit for the post of Prime minister of our great 

country. 

 

  There is no basic difference between the Congress and the BJP on many issues 

including close relationship with America, privatization of Public sector 

undertakings. Both parties are in fierce competition to serve the big Corporates and 

monopolists and help them to loot Indian people. Both parties are not averse to 

tolerate corruption and criminality.  The list of candidates proposed by both the 

parties includes corrupt people and Criminal elements. Naturally BJP can not be an 

alternative for the Congress. Then what is the real alternative available for the 

Indian people?. 

 

  The Left parties although weak at present are the real alternative for both the 

Congress and BJP. If the left parties and Aam Admi party(AAP) join hands in the 

interest of people it will be real alternative available before us. The working people 

must realize this and work towards this goal. Our vote is our weapon. We shall 

protect our interest through the ballot and not the bullet in a democracy. 
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